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From renowned film, TV, and fashion makeup artist Louise Young-along with leading film
industry hairstylist Loulia Sheppard, Timeless may be the definitive step-by-step guideline to the
most iconic looks of a hundred years.Timeless is a beauty bible for the golden ages of
style.Accurate, practical, and beautiful, this is actually the ultimate guide to the most classic
looks of all time-a must-have for makeup artists, hairstylists, vintage film enthusiasts, and
anyone thinking about incorporating vintage style into the modern day. Step-by-step picture
taking and clear, concise instructions enable you to recreate the most memorable makeup and
hair looks of days gone by 100 years, including: The silent-display screen "vamp" Jazz-Age
group bob and smoldering eyes 1930s Hollywood glamour World War II-era reddish lips and
victory rolls The 1950s bombshell Swinging '60s London Look Disco-fever beauty The colourful,
eclectic '80s Grunge-period chicThroughout, Timeless provides motivation and instruction on
how best to recreate the looks of beauty icons like Louise Brooks, Clara Bow, Ginger Rogers,
Myrna Loy, Betty Grable, Rita Hayworth, Ava Gardner, Lauren Bacall, Gene Tierney, Grace Kelly,
Lucille Ball, Elizabeth Taylor, Marilyn Monroe, Audrey Hepburn, Jean Shrimpton, Sophia Loren,
Farrah Fawcett, Julia Roberts, Brooke Shields, Kate Moss, Drew Barrymore, and more.
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Contains super useful info for recreating these looks such as the ... Authentic representations,
not modern interpretations. Well curated. Highly recommended. Tons of full color photography.
There is a full chapter on almost every decade within the last (20th) century with at least 6-8
different looks in each chapter. This book is is gorgeous. Contains very useful info for recreating
these looks such as the kind of cosmetics used for every era of background, setting patterns for
hairstyles that are obviously illustrated, step by step instructions for reaching the looks, and
aesthetic colors which were popular by era. Amazing book for Make-up Lovers This book spans
the decades - 1920s to 1980s and beyond - giving clear instruction on how best to recreate
historical makeup and hair looks! Gorgeous book with very clear instruction about creating icon
looks across eras! This is exactly what I was wishing I was getting when I ordered Dita
VonTeese’s book. This reserve delivered. The models are stunning. This book is so fun! more
"flavored" than a true recipe Awesome book Awesome book. Cheap Chinese Junk Cheap
Chinese Junk! These look like an old lady and the materials is not good quality. This is the book
I have been searching for. A must-possess for the make-up aficionado! A far greater tutorial that
just about any other publication out there. Two Stars has the right points, but not really the best
reference for period curly hair. This book spotlights so many of my favorites! Besides the
instruction, I love all of the photos and discussion of beauty icons across the decades.
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